Solutions

Proactive compliance solution
enforcing laws, regulations
and security standards

With Reveal you can take a proactive approach to your compliance audits, enforcing
compliance laws and regulations to change employee behavior with visibility to users, data
access and systems–with the option of anonymizing the data.

Why Ava?

Human-centric security

Full visibility to current blind spots

Individual user profiles shed light on how data is
accessed and used, with optional anonymization
for privacy. With user activity monitoring, you can
protect your systems and data from those who
already have privileged access and knowledge of
sensitive data and systems.

Continuous monitoring provides visibility into
user behaviour, data access, and system use.
Security operators can search on file, USB device,
connection, browser, application events, and more.

Simple reports of security violations

Automated enforcement

Reports highlight instances of careless, malicious,
and accidental behavior over time, allowing you to
assess the effectiveness of your security controls
and identify areas for improvement. Reports can
also be easily exported to share with leadership.

Constant enforcement without exception–whether
they are remote or working offline. Enforcing
employee adherence to corporate policies such as
Acceptable Use Policy (AUP), Information Security
Policy (ISP) and more.

Key benefits, delivered
Understand the risk
to systems and data

Strengthen the
security posture

•

Attribute all collected data and user
activity to specific users

•

Change employees’ behavior via incidentbased training

•

Assess how different types of user
activity adds to risk

•

•

Understand when to implement
additional security measures

Prevent malicious activities from
happening by alerting on suspicious
behavior

•

Block activities such as uploading
confidential files to personal drives

Simple and
secure

Full visibility while
maintaining privacy

•

Easy to deploy the lightweight Reveal
Agent

•

•

Simple to use with an intuitive user
experience

Detect and mitigate threats while
maintaining the confidentiality of users
with anonymization

•

Attribute data and events to individual
users

•

Identify how data is accessed and used

•

Robust security controls and antitamper measures across the solution
and the Reveal Agent

Your human-centric
security solution awaits

Ava
Reveal

Ava Analyst
Services

Ava Reveal helps you understand human and device behavioral patterns
in real time. Strengthen your defense against insider risks–malicious,
careless, and accidental. Make your static IT policy come alive, close
compliance gaps, and protect against data loss.

Identify and manage risk and vulnerabilities with the help of Ava Cyber
Analysts. Our experienced cybersecurity specialists have a strong
background in security monitoring, CIRT, and incident response, and
provide risk assessment reports tailored to each organization.

Simple and flexible licensing
Ava uses a cost-effective, straightforward subscription model including services and software upgrades without
hidden cost.

Ava exists because we believe that we can create
a better, smarter way to deliver security. We inject
intelligence into our approach to security and
all our solutions. We help organizations get the
whole picture of their surroundings to protect their
people, business, and reputation in real-time.
To learn more about our innovative solutions, and
how you can enjoy proactive security, visit our
website or schedule a demo with a member of
our sales team at: sales@ava.uk.

www.ava.uk
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